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Serves everyone in the 
UofL community at any 
point in writing process

Individual tutoring with a 
dialogic approach.

More than 5,500 visits 
last year (15 grad. 
student consultants).

Writing workshops, 
events, and 
community writing 
sites. 



Writing effectively is always a 
matter of understanding audience 
and genre. 

Writing is a tool and an activity that takes place 
throughout the research process



In This Seminar

➢How audience and genre shape all our writing, including 

throughout the action research process.

➢How to analyze your potential audience expectations to help guide 

your writing. 

➢How genre conventions shape reader expectations and can guide 

your writing.

➢How to approach different sections of articles and reports as well 

as how to work with existing scholarly articles and incorporate 

them into your work. 

➢Finally, we will cover strategies to help you get started, and keep 

writing, when you are busy with other demands of work and life. 





Audience

What does your audience know and what are 
their expectations?

➢ What do they know?

➢ What will be new to them?

➢ What do they want from the article?



Every research project has three key questions a 
reader wants to know, and several ways to 
approach them as a writer throughout your research 
project.  

➢Why are you doing this project? (Research 

Questions and Literature Review) 

➢What did you do? (The Story of the Research; 

Research Methods)

➢What difference does this project make? (The 

Implications; The “So what?” question.)

Audience



Getting Started
Why Are You Doing This Project? 

➢Research questions. What are your questions and 

what previous research and ideas do they build 

on? What assumptions are you making with them?

➢Story of the research. What do you know so far? 

More important, what are your assumptions, 

biases, hypotheses?

➢So what? What will people know when they are 

finished with your work?



Getting Started:
What Does Your Audience Know?

➢What conversations have been taking place 

about this research?

➢What position are you taking as a researcher?

➢How can you put the facts and ideas other 

people know into the context of your project? 

➢How can you read and evaluate existing 

research in terms of what your readers need to 

know about your project?



Writing as You Read

➢Double-entry 

journals

➢Categories for 

evaluating and 

grouping research.

➢Citation 

management 

software



Are You:

➢Extending existing research?

➢Questioning existing research?

➢Pulling together two or more previously 
unconnected threads of research?

➢Applying existing research in new context?

➢Bringing a new theoretical lens or 
interpretation to existing questions?

➢Anticipating resistance to your research?

Example: 
Positioning Your Project



How does genre 
manage audience 
expectations?



Genre

➢Genres are defined by the conventions and 

structures we use to manage expectations. 

They can change over time.

➢Genres makes it easier for us to read. 

➢We use genres to meet our expectations, but 

also hope what we read will provide something 

new. 

➢If you challenge genre conventions you have 

to think about the audience’s response. 



• Introduces questions

• Makes claims 

• Provides roadmap of the article
Introduction

• Situates your work in ongoing conversation

• Proves the need, or gap, for your research

• Provides necessary theoretical frames

Literature 
Review

• How and why these methods were chosen

• Limitations 

• Ethical considerations
Methods

Rhetorical Needs of Articles



• What happed

• Why it happened

• How it connects to scholarly 
context

• Conclusions

Content 
and 

Analysis

• Big-picture conclusions and 
implications – your project, similar 
projects, subfield, larger field.

• Limitations / Areas for future 
research

Conclusion

Rhetorical Needs of Articles



Introduction

➢Provides context

➢Introduces questions

➢Makes claims 

➢Provides a “roadmap” 

of the article



Introduction

This chapter argues, in part, that writing teachers need to 

attend to the particular media ideologies and idioms of practice of 

their students. With this study, I provide an example of an approach 

to understanding students’ practices and ideologies. Before 

explaining the study in depth, I first start with a discussion of 

privacy ethics relating to teaching with social media and 

researching student literacy practices on social media. I then 

explain the context of the course and this study’s methods in the 

following sections. 



In the discussion section, I explore themes that arose from the 

study relating to the issue of students’ prior social media activities 

before the class, their understanding of new sites through these 

prior experiences, their perceptions of interacting with 

classmates and teachers online, and challenges of integrating 

school-based social media practices into their work habits and 

privacy practices. I close this chapter with implications related to 

these interrelated themes for understanding students’ practices 

with social media and their own perceptions of those practices in 

localized contexts. I present these implications in the forms of 

questions that teachers need to ask in relation to students’ idioms 

of practice and media ideologies.



➢Define or identify the issue.

➢Point out overall trends in research 
about the topic – conflicts, gaps in 
research, foundational research or 
theory, etc.

➢Establish your position – or argument -
for the project  and the organization of 
the article (“In this article….”)

Approaches to the Introduction



Literature Review

➢Situates your work in 

ongoing conversation

➢Proves the need, or gap, 

for your research

➢Provides necessary 

theoretical frames



As literacy scholars have long argued, literacy is not a 

matter of mastering a single set of skills; rather, literacy 

activities are social, multiple, and situated in particular 

contexts (Street, 1995). I follow Cynthia L. Selfe (1999) 

and others in the field in understanding literacies as “a 

complex set of socially and culturally situated values, 

practices, and skills involved in operating linguistically 

within the context of electronic environments, including 

reading, writing, and communicating” (p. 11; see also 

Lankshear & Knobel, 2008; Selber, 2004). The 

ecological turn in rhetoric and writing studies has 

encouraged us to attend to not just how individuals 

create texts, but how people engage in media 

ecologies—especially technologically rich environments 

(Brooke, 2009; Buck, 2012; Dobrin & Weisser, 2002).



➢Define key areas or themes of research. 

➢Define key terms and how you are using them. 

➢Define key theories you are using. 

➢Define possible arguments or debates. 

➢Summarize and evaluate studies or articles. 

Approaches to the Literature 
Review



Methods

➢How and why these methods 

were chosen

➢Limitations 

➢Ethical considerations



Content and Analysis

➢What happened.

➢Why it happened.

➢How it connects to 
the ongoing 
scholarly context 
and conversations.



Only four students mentioned using social media in a 

course before. Angela and Joel had been in a journalism 

course that required live-tweeting a lecture to practice 

that style of reporting, but had only done so for one 

lecture, a requirement of three tweets. Angela also 

expressed frustration that her teachers who required 

blogging didn’t understand the blogging software, how to 

assess students’ blogs, and how to integrate blogging 

into the classroom. My students’ experiences confirm 

other educational research: Social media is not 

thoroughly integrated across the curriculum. A 2013 

survey by Pearson Learning Solutions found that while 

more professors are using social media in their teaching 

than in the past (41 percent of their respondents), most 

of those professors are using blogs and wikis and no 

other social media. (Seaman & Tinti-Kane, 2013).



Don compared Facebook to a public space (the 
grocery store) that he saw as a realm distinct 
from the space of a school. We might consider 
social media sites as spaces that students have 
media ideologies about, understanding them 
differently in terms of access to the self and 
away from parents, teachers, and other 
authorities. Students in this study often 
referenced high school when discussing 
Facebook—understandable, given how 
Facebook remediates many high school genres, 
like yearbooks, “cruising” car culture, and hang-
out spots like arcades (Bogost, 2010; Maranto & 
Barton, 2010). 



➢What are the implications of your findings?
➢For the participants in your research?

➢For other researchers studying similar projects?

➢For the people on your field? 

➢Are there limitations to your findings?

➢Are there areas of future research you would 
recommend? 

Conclusion



Young adults are not a monolithic group of digital 

natives ready to excel in social media literacies 

in our writing classes. The idioms of practice and 

media ideologies they bring into class will vary 

and lead to mistakes, struggles, and conflicting 

understandings of sites and practices…In order 

to assist in this rhetorical development, I believe, 

we need to attend to—and help our students be 

reflective about—our students’ particular media 

ideologies and idioms of practice that shape and 

influence their literacy practices.



Consider Your Position

➢What’s new to you is not necessarily new to the field.

➢Try not to over-explain well-established information.

➢Don’t write defensively. Accumulating citations or 

quotations to protect yourself from criticism.

➢Frame your argument quickly and clearly.

➢Have a clear, concise focus with enough supporting 

detail.

➢Don’t neglect the implications – the “so what” of your 

argument.



The Process

➢Identify a 
journal/publisher

➢Submission guidelines

➢Role of the editor

➢Reviewers and reviews

➢Revision

➢Copyediting

➢Proofs

➢Publication



Follow the Rules

➢Be sure to follow the submission guidelines 
precisely.

➢Word count

➢Documentation style

➢Submission format

➢Be precise and clear in your writing.

➢Don’t give them reasons to reject you that are 
not connected to your ideas



Dealing with Comments

➢ It’s OK to respond emotionally – and then move on.

➢ Read the comments again, look for patterns, and 

rank them.
➢What is most important in each set?
➢Where is there overlap in the comments?
➢Which comments are focused on the content of your

project?
➢Which comments are revision-focused and which are 

more conversational?

➢ Make a plan.
➢ In what order will you revise? Where do you need more 

clarification? 

➢ Explain your revision decisions to the editor.



Things to be careful about.

➢Don’t worry about making your drafts perfect – there is no 

such thing as a perfect draft or a reviewer-proof draft.

➢Thinking you have to say everything in your article. 

➢Don’t write defensively. Accumulating citations or 

quotations to protect yourself.

➢Over-quoting – huge block quotes, too many fragment 

quotes.

➢Quoting without contextualizing the material in with your 

own knowledge and analysis

➢Reporting without analysis or argument.



Revision strategies

• Reverse outline

• Reader / Writer 
exercise

• Reading aloud

• Writing Groups 

• Writing Centers



Some Tricks to Get Started

➢Make a habit of writing. 

Even a small amount of 

writing adds up. 

➢Break the work into 

smaller projects. 

➢Write what you know, in 

chunks if necessary, 

and put it together later. 



Some Tricks to Get Started

➢Turn off your 
internal critic. You 
can write. If you feel 
blocked, lower your 
standards!

➢Write “off the grid” –
turn off 
internet/phone.



➢Trick yourself to keep writing –

use word counts, timers, etc.

➢Plan for the next day’s writing 

as you finish this day’s.

➢Get feedback in process, not 

just at the end.

➢Figure out your process

➢Remember your brain has 

limits. Focus on ideas first, 

rewrite the clunky sentences 

later. 

How to Keep Writing



Slides for my talks this week can be found on my 

website on the links for the ARAL conference: 

bronwyntwilliams.com.

Other resources about writing and teaching writing can 

be found at the University of Louisville Writing Center 

website: http: Louisville.edu/writingcenter.edu

Thank You!


